During the past few centuries physics and chemistry have grown by the development of powerful, exact concepts and definitions and mathematics has progressed to serve increasingly as the universal language of physical science. In contrast, probably one of the outstanding characteristics of biology is the tremendous amount of observation and speculation that has been accumulated over many centuries. But by comparison there has been singularly little of either the experiment or theory that has been quantitative. And of these only small fractions again have been reduced to analytical form and singularly few fundamental constants or laws have been found in them, (Delbruck (1949) ).
Thus we have no long history of mathematical models for the many important biological structures and functions. So I count myself particularly fortunate to have had a part in one of the certainly older and more successful of these developments and I am especially honored to be asked to recall some of this advance of electrical models for cells and axons at this first International Biophysics Congress.
The advance does have a recognizable beginning even before Galvani but I will not trace it from him or through the ninteenth century. The history, such as it is, has been covered many times, (q.v. Gildemeister (1928 ) Cole (1933a Katz (1939) Taylor (1962)), and although it included much of what was to become important, I do not believe that it produced a satisfactory model. Clearly a mathematical model may be only an expression of experimental results or only a formulation of concepts. When, as often happens, these fail to agree, it can be interesting. For example the experimental physicist, F. K. Richtmyer, said "When experiment and theory don't agree you must look at the theory because experiments are facts." But then a few weeks later E. H. Kennard argued for the theorist that he is: "You must examine the experiment carefully. It must contain a mistake because you know what is in the theory." Out of respect and affection for these two teachers of mine I cannot do less than start with the first electrical model of a cell for which
